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1. Introduction

Experiments were performed in a 1.5 MW pilot-scale furnace to investigate the differences between air- and oxy-
fi red flame behavior from a pulverized coal oxy-research burner designed for flexible operating conditions.  The 
fl ame behavior was characterized by recording video images of the flames and by measuring radiation intensity 
along the flame length.  Various strategies relating air- and oxy-fi red operation of the burner primary register were 
investigated where the oxy-fired burner primary mass, momentum and velocity were matched to the air-fired 
conditions.  Matching either burner primary mass or momentum under oxy-fi red conditions with air-fired conditions 
resulted in a flame stabilized within the quarl.  Matching primary velocity with air-fired conditions resulted in a 
detached flame indicating a delay in flame ignition for the oxy-fired conditions.  A decrease in primary velocity of 
13% was necessary in order to stabilize a flame within the quarl similar to the air-fi red case.  Additional experiments 
also showed a fl ame could be stabilized with no oxygen enrichment of the primary (3% O2 in the primary).  
Experiments where oxygen was injected at the burner face indicated injection at the boundary of the primary and 
secondary flow paths strongly attach a flame and injection at the coal rich primary flow path increased the radiative 
intensity of the flame.

2. Experimental

University of Utah’s pilot-scale pulverized coal furnace (L1500) was retrofit with a burner specifically designed for 
oxy-coal retrofit research.  The purpose of this burner was to provide a great degree of fl exibility in the way that 
coal, oxygen and flue gas recycle are mixed in the near burner region.  This flexibility provided a test platform used 
to develop principles for the retrofit of firing systems on utility boilers for oxy-combustion.  Development of this 
burner has been discussed previously.

1
    A schematic of the oxy-research burner is provided in Figure 1.
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Figure 1.  Schematic of the oxy-research burner developed by Siemens and REI.

The oxy-research burner depicted in Figure 1 has a coal pipe and inner secondary and outer secondary registers 
similar to a traditional low-NOx burner.  Each of these registers was sized appropriately to provide the desired gas 
velocity range with either air, or a mixture of O2 and FGR.  Oxygen may be premixed with FGR at independent O2

concentrations in each register, or may be introduced through O2 injectors within the primary or inner secondary 
registers.

3. Key Results

Oxy-fired experiments were performed to determine reasonable retrofit conditions for the burner coal pipe.  The 
conditions of the primary flow path of the burner were of particular interest as they have a strong influence on flame 
stabilization location due to particle heat up, devolatilization and ignition.  These experiments were conducted while 
fi ring a western bituminous coal from the Utah, Skyline mine at a 1MW firing rate.  Conditions investigated include: 
matching the primary gas/fuel mass ratio, momentum and velocity with air-fi red burner operation.  In addition, oxy-
fi red conditions were investigated where there was no oxygen enrichment in the primary fl ow path.  The flame 
behavior at each of these conditions was recorded using a high temperature video camera and compared to a 
baseline air case.  Still frame photographs from the video collected during these tests are presented in Figure 2.  

The data collected indicated that it was possible to produce an air-like flame by combusting coal with a mixture of 
oxygen and FGR and that the additional degrees of freedom for mixing of O2, FGR and coal could be used to: 1) 
overcome ignition delay in oxy-coal flames and 2) tailor the flame shape and intensity.  For oxy-firing conditions, 
matching the primary gas/fuel mass ratio and matching the primary momentum with air-fired conditions both 
resulted in a flame stabilized within the burner quarl.  Matching primary velocity with the air-fired conditions 
resulted in a detached flame.  These data indicated a fundamental difference in flame behavior between the air- and 
oxy-fi red conditions with a delay in flame ignition for the oxy-fired conditions.  A decrease in primary velocity of 
13% was necessary in order to stabilize a flame within the quarl. 
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Figure 2.  Retrofit flame pictures for: (a) air-fi red baseline, (c) oxy-fired with matched burner primary momentum, 
(d) oxy-fi red with matched burner primary velocity and (e) oxy-fired with no primary O2 enrichment.

Experiments showed that an oxy-coal flame could be stabilized with no oxygen enrichment of the primary (3% O2 in 
the primary).  However the luminosity of the flame was decreased, suggesting delayed ignition for much of the coal 
not on the boundary between the primary and inner secondary.  In addition to the coal pipe retrofit experiments, tests 
were performed where pure oxygen was injected at the burner face through either the primary or the secondary O2

injectors detailed in Figure 1.   These tests were intended to provide an alternative to primary oxygen enrichment.  
These tests showed:  

1. Injection of oxygen on the boundary of the primary and secondary can strongly attach a flame by putting 
additional oxygen in the location where ignition of the fuel occurs;

2. Injection of oxygen within the primary increases the radiative intensity of the flame.

Further research of oxy-coal fl ame behavior at larger scales would be helpful in validating the trends observed in 
these experiments.
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